The character of the dominant aerodynamic noise source for rotating rigid circular saws is concluded to be represented by a point dipole model. The source strength is directly dependent upon Reynold's number and saw design. A theoretical model is presented for prediction of the farfield noise. Experimental measurement of the fluctuating lift force on particular tooth models was used to identify the dipole source and a hot wire anemometer, rotating with the saw, measured the tooth wake. The theoretical predictions of dipole noise dependence upon parameter variation are generally consistent with literature noise data.
INTRODUCTION
The noise radiated from an idling circular saw is a significant problem in the wood and metal working industries.
The discussion of idling saw noise sources is commonly separated into vibration noise sources and aerodynamic noise sources. Vibration noise is generated by transverse oscillations of the plate, and aerodynamic noise results from interaction of the rigid saw plate, including teeth, with the surrounding air. A severe example of vibration noise is a self-excited instability generating a screaming or whistling sound exceeding 100 dBA. Two explanations currently exist for identification of this self-excitation source. One proposes the problem is a plate instability excited by flow in the vicinity of the teeth, and the second considers the self excitation to be mechanically induced by machine imbalance, rotor eccentricity or some other imperfection in the machinery.
Aerodynamic noise sources are caused by stresses in the turbulent air surrounding the rotating rigid saw plate (quadrupole sources), by interaction of the rigid plate surface and teeth with the air (dipole sources), and by displacement of the air by the moving plate and teeth (monopole sources). The focus of this paper is on the aerodynamic noise source and its dependence upon tooth design and saw rotation speed. A paper on vibration noise is currently in preparation.
Chanaud t investigated the aerodynamic noise produced
by a collarless rotating disk without teeth, and he concluded that the sound source is equivalent to a classical acoustic dipole. Aerodynamic noise sources on a rigid circular saw are more complex than the plane disk because of the central collars, the teeth, and possibly geometric discontinuities such as radial edge slots. As a result of this complexity, the dominant aerodynamic noise sources in circular saws remain only partially character prediction is that the measured sound power from idling circular saws was not found to be proportional to U • as might be expected of a dominantly dipole source. 9 U is the velocity of the saw periphery.
Throughout the literature the velocity exponent for proportionality to the measured sound power ranges between 4.9-6 depending upon the tooth and saw de- The results of this study support the conclusion that the aerodynamic source is dominantly dipole; the deviation of the sound power from proportionaiRy to U 6 is ex- The recesses and grooves were flattened with epoxy and small plates prior to testing. The disk was centrally damped with representative saw collars at a elamping ratio of 0.5. The motor speed was continuously variable in the range 500-5500 rpm.
The tooth models examined are summarized in Table   I . These models were bonded to the dynamometer rod 
where k• = constant for a particular tooth design, the/• 
The theoretical sound power for the models, relative to a reference sound power at U0= 1 m/s, are presented in where k s is constant for all parameters fixed except tooth height. The experimental 7 are given in Table II  for Because of the sensitivity of the source strength and of the source dependence upon U to the cutter design and rotation speed, the use of slotted circular disks and other analog models for circular saws may not produce results that are applicable to any real saw.
